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Introduction 

 

Stock Plus for Sage 200 consists of four addons which enhance the standard Sage 200 

Accounts system and are particularly of benefit to wholesale and retail establishments.  This 

User Guide provides detailed information on how to use each one, enabling you to get the best 

use out of the module. 

 

The core functionality of this module is summarised below: 

Stock Matrix 

 

 Set up stock items in up to 3 dimensions, e.g. colour, size, style 

 Rapid creation of items in required dimensions 

 Multiple items can be quickly and easily added to sales and purchase orders using the 

matrix. 

Warehouse/Store Replenishment 

 

 Automates creation of purchase orders to replenish stock at warehouse/store. 

 Allows for internal purchase orders with documentation to be created for instances where 

stock is transferred from one warehouse/store to another. 

 Uses a “Transit” warehouse in order to account for stock which has yet to reach the 

receiving warehouse. 

Barcode Integration 

 

 Allows multiple unique barcodes to be created and printed for each stock item. 

 Integrates with Sage POS to ensure till system sends and receives stock and sales 

information with Sage 200. 

Promotional Pricing 

 

 Create “Buy One Get One Free” and multibuy offers. 

 Limit special offers to specific date ranges. 

 Functionality is used through the standard Sage 200 Sales Order entry screens. 

 

Note:  The Stock Plus module also incorporates the Plus Pack for Sage 200 which contains a 

further 60+ addons and utilities to enhance the standard Sage 200 system.  This 

document only contains information relevant to Stock Plus.  For details on what addons 

are included in Sage 200 Plus, please refer to the appropriate guide. 
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Stock Matrix 

 

Setting up the Stock Matrix 

 

This section will guide you through the settings required to use the Stock Matrix, enabling you to 

create multiple stock items by different dimensions. 

 

Stock Matrix Settings 

 

From the Eureka Addons menu, select Stock Control > Settings > Stock Matrix Settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This settings form allows you to specify what type of separator character to use when the 

system automatically generates new variant product codes are created, for example 

PremCookers-Whit-DBL-4, or PremCookers/Whit/DBL/4. 
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Dimensions Setup 

 

Dimensions are used to form the different characteristics that can be applied to variant stock 

items.  In order to set up dimensions, the following will need to be configured: 

 

Dimensions Categories used to define the various combinations a stock 

item can be sold in e.g. colour, size, style. 

 

Dimension Types Sub categories of the dimensions, e.g. if colour is a 

dimension, dimension types for colour could be black, white, 

silver. 

 

Dimension Sets A way of grouping dimensions together.  If you sell electrical 

goods, colour may apply across different items.  Different 

sizes could then apply to different appliances e.g. the colour 

dimension could apply to dimension sets for cookers & 

dishwashers, the number of rings dimension would only apply 

to the cookers dimension set. 

 

Dimension Set 

Types 

This allows you to define exactly which dimension types are 

applicable for each dimension set. 

 

 

Still within the Eureka Addons menu, select Stock Control > Dimensions Setup. This will 

load a new form with four tabs for Dimensions, Dimension Types, Dimension Sets and 

Dimension Set Types as outlined above. 

 

Dimensions tab 

 

Use this tab to set up as many different dimensions as necessary.  For wholesale organisations 

who sell a broad range of items, many of these dimensions will be used across multiple product 

ranges, in the same way that some will be very specific.  Examples of dimensions that are 

commonly used include colour, size, fabric, length, width, and speed, but these dimensions can 

be defined however you require to suit your business needs. 

 

To enter a new Dimension just type the name of the dimension into the Add Dimension field 

and click the Add button to add the new dimension to the list.  
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You can also remove existing dimensions from the list if required by clicking on the arrow in the 

Remove Dimension field and selecting the dimension name that you would like to delete from 

the dropdown list and clicking the Remove button. 

 

There is no theoretical limit to the number of dimensions that you can set up in the system, 

however please note that each individual style can only consist of up to three dimensions. 

 

Dimension Types tab 

 

For each dimension, you can then set up all the relevant types/sub categories.  Again, 

depending on products sold this could be a broad range of dimension types. For example if one 

of your dimensions was “Colour” then your dimension types could be “Red”, “Blue”, “Green”, 

Yellow”, “Pink”, etc. 
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To add your dimension types, first select the dimension that you are adding the types for from 

the Dimension dropdown. Any existing dimension types for that dimension will be listed in the 

grid. Click the Add button to add a new dimension type to the selected dimension. 

 

 

You can then enter the name of your new dimension type and a short name (characters) that to 

act as an abbreviation for the name when the stock codes are being automatically generated for 

the styles. This short name will make up part of the stock item code, along with the seperator 

specified in the settings earlier. Click Add and the new dimension type will be added to the list. 

 

You can then use the priority on this grid to arrange the dimensions. This priority will be used to 

determine the order of the dimension types on the matrix grid later when generating the stock 

items so you may want to give your most commonly used dimension types a higher priority so 

they appear first on the grid. You can use the <<, <, >, and >> buttons on the right hand side of 

the grid to change the priority of the dimension types in the list. 
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Dimension Sets 

 

Dimension Sets allow you to specify in which context each of the dimensions will be used. For 

example, if one of your dimensions is “Size” but some of your products will only be available in 

certain sizes then you may want to use Dimension Sets to group your Size dimension types into 

subsets, e.g. ladies sizes, shoe sizes, kids sizes, etc. This also means that when you are using 

the matrix to generate your variant stock items later only dimension types that are applicable to 

that type of product would be displayed on the matrix grid. 

 

To add a new dimension set, you must first select the dimension that this set will belong to from 

the Dimension dropdown. Any existing sets for this dimension will then be displayed in the grid. 

Click on the Add button and you can then enter the name of your new dimension set and a 

description and then click Add to add this set to the list. 
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Dimension Set Types tab 

Once you have created your dimension sets you then need to specify which dimension types 

make up each dimension set – these are your Dimension Set Types. 

 

As shown in the screenshot above, by choosing a dimension and dimension set, you are then 

able to specify which types are applicable to each set. The example shows that for the “Winter 

Colours” dimension set, only some of the set types need to be made available. 

 

To add a dimension type to the dimension set click on the dimension that you want to add in the 

Set Types panel on the left (you can hold down the Ctrl key on your keyboard to select multiple 

types if required) and use the >, >>, << and < buttons to copy the selected types over into the 

right hand panel.  

 

This process needs to be repeated for each dimension set to ensure that when you are creating 

the variant stock items later you have the correct set types available to choose from. 
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Stock Hierarchy Setup 

 

The Stock Matrix Hierarchy allows you to set up a structure of how your products are typically 

organised, for example by type, range and product. 

 

 

There are 4 levels to the Stock Matrix hierarchy: 

 

Node Nodes are the top level items in the hierarchy and can be used to 

provide an extra level of grouping for your products above the 

standard Sage 200 product groups. In the screenshot above, the 

nodes are Kitchen, Clothing, Mens, Ladies, etc. You can have up 

to 3 levels of node in your Stock Matrix Hierarchy above the 

product group. 
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Product Group The product group is the next level and corresponds to a standard 

Product Group in Sage 200.  This is where to select which 

dimensions are to be used in the hierarchy. In the example above 

the product group level is CARDIGANL (Ladies Wool Cardigans). 

 

Style Each product group can then have an unlimited number of styles 

below it.  The style inherits the available dimensions from the 

product group providing a matrix for creating individual stock 

items. In the example above the styles are CARDI/ROUND Ladies 

Round Neck Cardigan and CARDI/VNECK Ladies V Neck 

Cardigan. 

 

Stock Item The stock item is the bottom level of the hierarchy.  These are the 

individual variant items generated from different dimensions in the 

stock matrix. In the example above the stock items are, for 

example, CARDI/VNECK/BLK/08 and CARDI/VNECK/NAV/12. 

These are individual stock items in the Stock Control module in 

Sage 200. 

 

A simplistic example of a hierarchy would be would be a product group of clothing, with styles 

within that product group to separate men’s trousers, women’s trousers etc. and then having the 

individual item codes within each style for each colour and size combination. 

Setting Up the Stock Matrix Hierarchy 

 

Before setting up your styles and variant items you will first need to configure your Stock Matrix 

Hierarchy and set up any additional nodes that are required in the hierarchy. 

 

To configure the Stock Matrix Hierarchy go to Eureka Addons > Stock Control > Settings > 

Stock Matrix Hierarchy Settings.  

 

You then have four tabs for Master Nodes, Level 1 Nodes, Level 2 Nodes and Level 3 Nodes 

where you can set up the top levels of the hierarchy. On the Master Nodes tab you can set up 

the nodes that have to appear at the very top of your hierarchy. In our previous hierarchy 

example these would be Kitchen and Clothing. 
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To add a new Master Node, click the Add button and type in the Name of the node. The Parent 

Node field will be greyed out for the Master nodes as these appear at the top of the hierarchy 

and therefore cannot have a parent level above them.  

 

 

Click on Save to add the node to the list of Master Nodes. You can repeat the process to add 

additional Master nodes to the list or click Close to exit this window. 

 

You can change the Priority of the Master Nodes using the <<, <, > and >> buttons on the right 

hand side. This will change the order in which the master nodes appear in your Stock Matrix 

Hierarchy. 
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You can then click on the Level 1 Node tab to add the next level of nodes and specify which 

Master Node would be the parent for each one in order to build up your hierarchy. In the 

previous hierarchy example the Level 1 Nodes were Mens and Ladies. 

 

To enter a new Level 1 Node click Add and this time you will need to select a Master Node from 

the Parent dropdown and then enter the Name and click the Add button. The Level 1 Node that 

you are adding will sit below the selected Master Node in the Stock Matrix Hierarchy.  

 

 

On the Level 1 Nodes tab you can select a Master Node from the Parent dropdown to see only 

the nodes related to that master and can change the priority of these nodes as before. 

 

You can then add Level 2 Nodes and Level 3 Nodes as well if required in the same way to 

build up your hierarchy. 
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Creating Dimensions for a Product Group 

 

In order to create a hierarchy, a product group must first be created in the Sage 200 Stock 

Control module and the required dimensions set against the product group. You can also 

specify against the product group where it should appear in the Stock Matrix Hierarchy.  

 

From the Stock Control menu, select Stock Maintenance, followed by Product Groups. 

 

All stock items in Sage 200 must be linked to a product group. In order to create variant items 

using Stock Plus, dimensions must be specified on the Dimensions tab on the Product Group. 

 

Select how many dimensions you would like to use for stock items in this product group from the 

No. of Dimensions dropdown. Each product group can have up to a maximum of 3 dimensions 

allowed. 

 

Note how in the above screenshot, if you wish to use specific dimension types, this can be done 

by checking Use Sub and selecting the appropriate dimension set.  In this scenario, it would 

prevent items being created with anything other than mens sizes, 

 

Note:  Once the product group has been saved, it is not possible to amend the 

dimensions setup.  A new product group would need to be created and the 
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relevant items moved to it.  It is however possible to define the dimensions 

setup for the first time on an existing product group, therefore when Stock 

Plus is installed on a database already using Sage 200 Stock Control, there is 

no need to create new product groups. 

    

You would tick Hierarchy Master if this was the top level or enter the Parent that this group 

relates to. 

 

 

 

 

 Creating a Style 

 

Once the product group has dimensions associated with it and the Parent specified on the 

Dimensions tab, this product group will then be available within the Stock Matrix Hierarchy 

screen. 

 

Styles can then be added, amended and deleted from the Stock Matrix Hierarchy screen by 

selecting the required style and clicking the required button. Stock items may also be deleted 

from this screen. 

 

Adding a new style will allow the user to create multiple stock items with the given dimensions 

from within the variants tab.    Click Save create all the required items. 
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 Amend Style will allow a user access to new tabs within the style record. 
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Variants Tab 

This tab is used to create/amend the different dimensions available for this style. 

 

 

 

Suppliers Tab 

This tab allows users to set a default supplier for all the stock items.  This is done by entering 

the supplier and then clicking Update Default Suppliers.   List Price, Min Order Qty, Usual 

Order Qty and Part Ref can be preset for all stock items by entering the required information 

and clicking Apply  
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Location Tab 

This tab will allows users to set the location for the stock items by choosing the warehouse and 

then clicking Update Locations.   (Multiple locations maybe created by repeating this 

procedure).   Min, Max and Reorder levels can by updated for all products by entering the 

details and click Apply.   

 

Price Tab 

The Price tab will allow the user to create/maintain prices for the listed stock items.   Prices can 

be amended for any given Price Band, and a set price may be applied to all items.  Prices can 

also be increased and decreased by a specified percentage or a specified amount can be 

added or subtracted from the price.   Round price would round the price of the stock items up or 

down to the nearest pound. 

 

Barcode Tab 

This will allow users to add barcodes per individual item.   By clicking View our Barcode 

Manager will launch allowing the user to print barcode labels. 
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The record must be saved to accept all the changes.    You will be prompted with a message to 

confirm that you wish to proceed.    Click Yes to continue. 
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Using Dimensions when using Sales Order Processing and Purchase Order Processing. 

 

An additional button has been added to the Create/Amend Sales and Purchase Orders entry 

forms to allow the user to add multiple additional items from the styles created in one go, 

without the need to add these items to an order one by one. 

 

 

When entering a new sales or purchase order click the Add Dim Items button and this will 

display the Variants tab listing all of the dimensions available.  Opening up the tree view for 

Women’s Clothing will display all the styles available.  By clicking Dresses in the example it will 

display all viariants created.  Quantities can be entered against the required items, Generate 

Variances will create all the selected items to the sales order and then Add To Order will add 

them to the order.  The Add All Variances button will create an order with for every size and 

colour listed on the screen.     
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The Items tab will allow the user to view the items that have been selected for this order. 

 

Note:  You must click Generate Variances on the dimensions screen to populate this screen. 
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There are a few utilities within this screen to quickly update quantities prices etc. 

 

Enter a quantity in the Quantity Update Box and click Batch and all selected items will be 

updated with the new quantity.    

 

Enter a quantity in the Quantity Update Box and click Split and all selected items will be 

updated with the new quantity split equally, any remainder will have to be manually added. 

 

Enter a price in the Price Update Box and click Batch and all selected items will be updated.    

 

Order Total Values are also displayed  

 

Click Add To order to add the items to the sales/purchase order and you will be returned to the 

standard Enter/Amend Order screen listing all of the item lines that have been selected. 

 

Stock Matrix Imports 

 

The Stock Plus for Sage 200 module also includes a routine to allow you to import information 

into the Stock Matrix from CSV files, including: 

 

 Dimensions 

 Dimension Types 

 Dimension Sets 

 Dimension Set Types 

 Product Group Dimensions 

 Styles 

 Style Hierarchy 

 Link between a stock item and a style 
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To import these details go to Eureka Addons > Stock Control > Stock Matrix > Stock Matrix 

Import. 

 

 

Click the File button to browse to the CSV file containing the information that you wish to import. 

You will then need to select which import type this is (dimension, dimension type, style, etc.) by 

clicking the radio button next to the correct import. 

You can then click Validate to check that your import file is in the correct format for import (this 

is a check only and no information would actually be imported into Sage 200) or if you are ready 

to import the file into the system then click on Import to update your data. 

When the import is complete click on Close to leave the screen. 

The required CSV file formats for the import files can be found in Appendix A of this document. 

Sample files are also available on request from support@eurekasolutions.co.uk.  

Stock Matrix Exports 

 

You are also able to export information from the stock matrix to CSV files for import into other 

systems if required. The information that can be exported from the stock matrix includes: 

 

 Dimensions 

 Dimension Types 

 Product Group Dimensions 

 Styles 

 Links between stock items and styles 

 

To export stock matrix information go to Eureka Addons > Stock Control > Stock Matrix > 

Stock Matrix Export. 

 

mailto:support@eurekasolutions.co.uk
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Note: It is also recommended that you back up your Sage 200 before running the export 

routine. 

 

Click on the Save As button to specify where you want the exported file to be created and what 

name you want to give the file.  Select which type of export you would like to run (dimension, 

dimension type, style, etc.) by clicking on the radio button next to the required export type. 

Click on Export to run the export routine and create the file.  

When the export is complete click on Close to leave the screen. 
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Retail Replenishment 

 

Our Retail Replenishment addon provides a simplified process for a branch warehouse to 

replenish their stock from a central warehouse.  The stock quantity to be replenished is 

calculated from the maximum level from the stock item location, but the user has the ability to 

order additional items.  Picking Lists and Delivery Notes can be printed if required.  Historical 

details are held for viewing at a later date.  

 

Retail Replenishment Settings 

 

Before starting to use the Retail Replenishment addon you should first configure the settings for 

this addon. From the Eureka Addons menu select Stock Control > Settings > Retail 

Replenishment Settings: 

 

You can enter the Next Request Number and Next Transfer Number that you would like the 

system to use. This will automatically be updated with the next sequential number every time a 

transfer request or transfer is generated by the system.   The Central Warehouse must be an 

existing Stock Warehouse which is going to be used for transferring stock out of to the stores 

when the replenishment is taking place.  By ticking Use Warehouse Bins the user will be 

forced to choose actual bin locations in Sage 200 when stock is being moved between 

warehouses. 

 

When all settings have been entered on this screen as required click on the Save button. 
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Create Transfer Request 

 

Branch warehouses can create a Transfer Request to ask the central warehouse to replenish 

their stock. Click on Eureka Addons > Stock Control > Retail Replenishment > Create 

Transfer Request to create a new transfer request. 

 

 

To create a transfer request you must first choose the warehouse that you want to replenish 

from the Select Your Location dropdown. 

 

The system will display all stock items that have to be ordered to restock all items back up to the 

maximum stock level held on the stock item record for the selected branch warehouse.   
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The Quantity Required will be calculated based on the quantity in stock at the branch 

warehouse and the Maximum Level set against the stock item record for that location. The 

Quantity Requested column will default to the quantity required of that item, however the user 

has the ability to adjust any quantities to be requested as required by amending the values in 

the Quantity Requested column. Clicking on the Zero All button will reset all the values in the 

Quantity Requested column to zero. 

  

When all requested quantities have been updated as required, click the Save button to save the 

transfer. The transfer request number that has been generated will be displayed for the user. 

 

 

By Clicking Save and Amend it will save the request number and launch the screen to amend 

the request. 

 

By Clicking Save and Request the system will save the details and process the request for the 

replenishment location. 

 

By clicking Clear the system will clear the location replenishment details allowing the user to 

proceed with a new request. 

 

Amend Transfer Request 

 

The user will enter the required transfer number to be amended.  All requests can be displayed 

by ticking the View Submitted Requests.  The status of the requests will be displayed list view. 
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Once the request has been selected the user can amend any of the quantities and click Save to 

save the changes.   Save and Request will save the details and process the request for the 

replenishment location.    The Delete button will delete allow individual lines to be removed from 

the request. 

 

Warehouse View Request Form 

 

This screen will allow the user at the central warehouse to view all replenishment requests from 

the branch warehouses.   The request number, requesting store and date requested are 

displayed in the top section of the grid.    Once a request has been chosen the individual items 

that have been requested are displayed on the lower screen.    
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Print Request will print a Store Transfer Request document which could also be used as an 

internal purchase order. 

 

 

Print Totals will print a report for the selected transfer reporting stock code, description, 

quantity and overall quantity totals. 
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Create Transfer will create a transfer document number and launch the Transfer From Store 

screen.     

 

 

View / Amend Transfer Form 

 

The Transfer From Store screen will display details relating to the transfer.   The user has the 

ability to amend the Quantity to Move and state a reason as to why the goods are not being 

transferred.     

 

By clicking Save the Transfer details will be saved  

 

Save And Transfer will confirm the quantities that are to be transferred from the replenishment 

warehouse.    

 

Print Picking List will generate a picking list for the replenishment warehouse. 

 

 

Delete Item will allow the deletion of individual lines from the transfer form. 
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Receive Transfer To Store 

 

This screen will allow the user to confirm receipt of goods to the receiving warehouse.   The 

user has the ability to amend quantities received and to write them off if required possibly to 

record damaged goods.   Bin locations may be recorded if required. 

 

 

The user has the ability to Save the details which will save any amendments entered onto the 

screen. 

 

Save and Receive will transfer all recorded items into the receiving warehouse. 

 

Receive All will receive quickly flag all items with the full quantity received (useful if this was a 

large order) 

 

Sage 200 stock history will record all movements for enquiry / reporting. 
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Barcode Integration 

 

Stock Plus barcode functionality gives additional functionality to standard Sage 200 to allow 

users to set up multiple barcodes against Sage 200 stock items.  These barcodes can be used 

in the standard Sage 200 SOP/POP Order Entry screens and within any screen in Sage 200 

with a stock lookup. 

 

Our barcode management addon allows users to maintain barcode details from within one area.   

Barcodes can be imported and exported and if required they can be transferred to the Sage 

Point of Sale till system.   Barcodes can be printed directly onto labels in different required 

formats. 

 

From the Stock Control menu, select Amend Stock Item Details and then enter the stock item 

that you wish to add barcodes to.    

 

You will see an additional tab labelled Barcodes.  To add a new barcode enter the barcode and 

click Add.   Obsolete barcodes can be removed by highlighting the required code and clicking 

Remove.   There is an additional facility to flag a barcode as a primary barcode which could be 

useful when you are printing labels/reports and want to filter on these only.  The user must click 

Save at the bottom left of the screen to save the changes. 
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The user will not be able to add a barcode that has already been linked to another product.  If 

this happens they will be prompted with the following message: 

 

From within any Sage 200 screen that uses a stock lookup you can then enter the barcode to 

search for the required item. 
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Barcode Management System 

 

Barcode Maintenance is a screen which will allow the user to view current barcodes that have 

been setup.  The user has the ability to filter by product group, individual barcode and stock 

code.   Date Last Scanned will show the last date this item was used using the barcode.  

Barcodes may also be deleted from this screen and multiple barcodes may be selected by using 

the CRTL or SHIFT keys on your keyboard.  
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Tasks Menu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Update barcodes with manufacturer and supplier part numbers will allow the user to 

automatically create barcodes from the Manufacturer’s Part Number and/or Supplier Part 

Number(s) set up against each stock item.  These part numbers can then be used for 

searching/entry purposes within any stock field lookup in Sage 200.  Once the update has 

completed, a report will be displayed listing all of the barcodes that have been created.  This will 

also display any barcodes that cannot be created and give a reason as to why. 

 

Send barcodes to PayPoint will send all the barcodes from Sage 200 directly into Sage 

PayPoint for use with tills in the retail environment.  The user can either send all barcodes, 

which will overwrite the current codes held in the till, or they can choose to delete them first, 

which will remove all barcodes and give them an updated copy of all barcodes. 
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Import Barcodes will allow a user to import barcodes from a csv file.  The file must be in the 

format of barcode then stock code.   Once the import is complete a message will be displayed 

that the import has completed.   It will then display a summary of any items that it has not 

imported and display a reason as to why. 
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Barcode /StockCode Conflicts 

 

This screen will display any stock items that have a barcode set the same as the stock code.   

 

 

This should not be possible to do with the current version of the Barcode program.  However 

this has been written specifically to pick up any duplicates that may have been created 

historically.  The user is given a further option to delete any duplicate barcodes found in the 

system. 
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Print Barcodes 

 

This screen will allow users to selectively print barcodes and choose which details are printed 

on the barcode label.  

 

You can find the required items by searching using the Barcode, Stock Code or Stock Name.   

The Reset button will clear current items displayed. 

 

The price of the stock item is displayed and the user can optionally tick the box Add Tax to 

Price which will print as a gross price instead of net on the label. 
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Click To Print to choose the barcode labels that have to be printed.  These are displayed in the 

section Barcodes to Print.   You can remove any of these items by highlighting them and 

clicking From Print. 

 

Barcodes can be deleted from this screen by highlighting the barcode row and clicking Delete 

(these will be permanently removed from the stock item).   New barcodes can be created by 

entering the new barcode and clicking Add. 

 

The Barcodes to Print will list all barcodes that are to be printed in this label run.   The 

quantities can be changed if required.  The Print button will take the user to the next step to 

choose the required settings for the printing of the labels. 
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 Printer – Choose any printer that this available on this PC.  

 Paper Size – Choose the relevant paper size. 

 Orientation – Portrait or Landscape. 

 Text Font – Font required for the text on the label (Bar Code, Stock Name, Stock Code, 

Price or Label Title). 

 Code Font – Barcode font (freeof9extended used in this case to print the barcode in a 

scan-able format). 

 Currency Symbol – Will print the required currency symbol on the label for pricing. 

 Title – Will print a label title at the top of the Label (in the case below, “Shelf Edge”). 

Barcode, Name, Stock Code & Price are all optional fields that can be printed on the 

label. 

 Print – Will send the required info to the chosen printer.   
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Promotional Pricing 

 

Our promotional pricing addon provides users with additional functionality to setup and control 

various promotional prices.  Multiple promotions can be setup and these can be triggered to 

function within a date range.     

 

From the Eureka Menu  – Promotional Prices.   The main promotions screen will be displayed 

displaying details relating to all promotions that have been setup .   There are four different 

types of promotions that can be setup. 

 

 Buy 1 get 1 free (can be same or different products) 

 Buy Product Group get A free 

 Stock Item Target Price 

 Product Group Target Price 

 

Promo - Buy A Get B free  

 

Click New to setup a new Price Promotion.  Enter a Code and Description for the Promotion 

choose a Type, tick the box Promotion Enabled to enable the promotion.    

 

Tick the box Date Restricted if you want to restrict the promotion by a date range and enter the 

relevant dates.    

Note: In the example below because of the way Sage 200 stores the dates the promotion will 

be applicable up to the 30th May not 31st May.      
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Enter the required Nominal Code that you wish this discount to be posted to.  (If this is left 

blank the posting will be made to the Default Nominal Account held within the customer record 

when the posting is made.    

 

Within Thresholds enter the quantities that will trigger this promotion in this case buy one of 

any item in A then they will get any item from B free.  Items can be added or removed from the 

lists by clicking Add and Remove.    

 

Click Save to save the promotion. 

 

Enter a new sales Order within Sage 200 and enter any required items.  Click Calc Promo will 

apply and display any promotional discounts that are applicable to the items purchased.  If Calc 

Promo is not clicked when the user clicks on Save to save the order any promotional discount 

will be automatically calculated and applied to the order.    
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If you amend an order the system will recalculate any discount to be applied. For date restricted 

promotions the system date rather than the order date is used when applying discounts. 

 

Promo - Buy Product Group A get B (Stock Item) free  

 

Click New to setup a new Price Promotion.  Enter a Code and Description for the Promotion 

choose a Type, tick the box Promotion Enabled to enable the promotion.    

 

Tick the box Date Restricted if you want to restrict the promotion by a date range and enter the 

relevant dates.    

Note: In the example below because of the way Sage 200 stores the dates the promotion will 

be applicable up to the 30th May not 31st May.     

  

Enter the required Nominal Code that you wish this discount to be posted to.  (If this is left 

blank the posting will be made to the Default Nominal Account held within the customer record 

when the posting is made.    
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Within Thresholds enter the quantities that will trigger this promotion in this case buy one of 

any item in Product Group A then they will get any single item from B free.     Items can be 

added/removed from the lists buy clicked Add and Remove.    

 

Click Save to save the promotion. 

 

 

 

 

Enter a new sales Order within Sage 200 and enter any required items.  Click Calc Promo will 

apply and display any promotional discounts that are applicable to the items purchased.  If Calc 

Promo is not clicked when the user clicks on Save to save the order any promotional discount 

will be automatically calculated and applied to the order.    

 

If you amend an order the system will recalculate any discount to be applied. For date restricted 

promotions the system date rather than the order date is used when applying discounts. 
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In the example above because the customer has purchased a sandwich and a Pepsi one of the 

Pepsis are free of charge.   If the customer had purchased two sandwiches they would get both 

of the Pepsis free of charge. 

 

Promo - Buy Product Target Price  

 

Click New to setup a new Price Promotion.  Enter a Code and Description for the Promotion 

choose a Type, tick the box Promotion Enabled to enable the promotion.    

 

Tick the box Date Restricted (if you want to restrict the promotion by a date range) and enter 

the relevant dates.   NB in the case below because of the way Sage 200 stores the dates the 

promotion will be applicable up to the 30th May not 31st May.      

 

Enter the required Nominal Code that you wish this discount to be posted to.  (If this is left 

blank the posting will be made to the Default Nominal Account held within the customer record 

when the posting is made.    

 

Within Set Prices enter the set price that will be charged in this case buy one of any stock item 

in both Product Groups then they will be charged the set price entered.   Items can be 

added/removed from the lists by clicking Add and Remove.    
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Click Save to save the promotion. 

 

Enter a new sales Order within Sage 200 and enter any required items.  Click Calc Promo will 

apply and display any promotional discounts that are applicable to the items purchased.  If Calc 

Promo is not clicked when the user clicks on Save to save the order any promotional discount 

will be automatically calculated and applied to the order.    

 

If you amend an order the system will recalculate any discount to be applied. For date restricted 

promotions the system date rather than the order date is used when applying discounts. 
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In the example above because the customer has purchased two sandwiches and a two Pepsi’s 

the customer is being charged for two of the promotions at £2.99 each. 

 

Promo - Buy Product Target Price  

 

Click New to setup a new Price Promotion.    Enter a Code and Description for the Promotion 

choose a Type, tick the box Promotion Enabled to enable the promotion.    

 

Tick the box Date Restricted (if you want to restrict the promotion by a date range) and enter 

the relevant dates.   NB in the case below because of the way Sage 200 stores the dates the 

promotion will be applicable up to the 30th May not 31st May.      

 

Enter the required Nominal Code that you wish this discount to be posted to.  (If this is left 

blank the posting will be made to the Default Nominal Account held within the customer record 

when the posting is made.    

 

Within Buy For A Set Price Of enter the set price that will be charged for this promotion in this 

case buy one item from Product Group Sandwiches and two stock items from Product Group 

Juice and they  will be charged the set price entered.  Items can be added/removed from the 

lists buy clicked Add and Remove.    
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Click Save to save the promotion. 

 

Enter a new sales Order within Sage 200 and enter any required items.  Click Calc Promo will 

apply and display any promotional discounts that are applicable to the items purchased.  If Calc 

Promo is not clicked when the user clicks on Save to save the order any promotional discount 

will be automatically calculated and applied to the order.    

 

If you amend an order the system will recalculate any discount to be applied. For date restricted 

promotions the system date rather than the order date is used when applying discounts. 

 

  

In the example above because the customer has purchased one sandwich and a two Apple 

Juice the customer is being charged the promotional price of £3.50.     
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Additional Setup Information for Promotions 

 

 When setting up promotions single stock items cannot be used in multiple promotions an 

error will be displayed  

 If a customer is setup in Sage 200 with a line discount no promotions prices will be 

applied. 

 If a customer is setup in Sage 200 with an overall discount this will be applied after the 

promotional price has been calculated. 

 Promotions cannot be used with customers operating in a foreign currency 

 Within SOP – Settings – Order Entry the option must be ticked to Allow Amendment 

of Nominal Codes  
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Contact Us 

 

Eureka Solutions have worked successfully with many Sage 200 customers over the past 5 

years.  In addition to Stock Plus for Sage 200 and our other modules that we have written for 

Sage 200, we are also happy to engage in bespoke/customisation work to help tailor your Sage 

200 system to meet your specific business requirements. 

 

To download a 30 day trial of Stock Plus for Sage 200 and for all up to date information and 

details of our modules, please refer to our website www.eurekaaddons.co.uk. Our bestselling 

addon modules include: 

 

 

Our Web PO for Sage 200 product has been 

developed to allow users to enter purchase orders 

outside of Sage 200 in real time. In addition stock, 

and supplier, enquiries can be made, providing levels 

information to users dependent upon their 

permissions.  

 

 

Data Exchange for Sage 200 is ideal for two-way 

integration between Sage 200 and 3rd party systems, 

for example websites, CRM and manufacturing 

systems. Data Exchange allows for the transfer of 

information such as customer and supplier details, 

sales and purchase orders, stock records and stock 

levels, and Cash Book transactions in either CSV or 

XML file formats.  

 

 

Our Plus Pack is a collection of over 50 individual 

addons for Sage 200, most of which were created as 

a result of customer requests. The addons included 

in the pack range from simple sales order entry 

enhancements to some serious improvements to core 

Sage 200 functionality. 

 

 

If you wish to discuss a specific project or pricing or would like further information on Stock Plus 

or any of our addon modules for Sage 200 then please call our head office on 01355 581 960 or 

e-mail us at development@eurekasolutions.co.uk.  

 

  

http://www.eurekaaddons.co.uk/
mailto:development@eurekasolutions.co.uk
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Appendix A – Stock Matrix Import File Formats 

 

Stock Matrix Dimension Import 

This allows the import of dimensions, e.g. colour, size, material, into the system. 

 

Stock Matrix Dimension import files should be created using the following field listing as 

guidance. All field headers must be present: 

 

Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

dimension  Text – Max 

60 chars 

Yes Must not already exist.  

 

Stock Matrix Dimension Type Import 

This allows the import of Dimension Types, e.g. 

 Dimension: Colour.  Dimension Types: Red, Yellow, Blue, Brown 

 Dimension: Size. Dimension Types: Small, Medium, Large 

 

Stock Matrix Dimension Type import files should be created using the following field listing as 

guidance. All field headers must be present: 

 

Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

dimension Text Yes Must be an existing dimension. 

name Text – Max 

40 chars 

Yes Must not be used by another dimension.  

shortname  Text - Max 

4 chars 

Yes Must not be used by another dimension. 

 

Stock Matrix Dimension Set Import 

This allows subgroups of Dimension Types to be setup, e.g. For Dimension Colour you might 

have a Summer and Winter collection with different colours in each. 

 

Stock Matrix Dimension Set import files should be created using the following field listing as 

guidance. All field headers must be present: 

 

Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

dimension Text Yes Must be an existing dimension. 

name Text – Max 

30 chars 

Yes Must not be used by another dimension.  

description  Text - Max 

60 chars 

No  
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Stock Matrix Dimension Set Type Import 

This allows the Dimension Types to be assigned to the Dimension Set. i.e. 

 Set: Winter.  Colour: Blue, Brown 

 Set: Summer. Colour: Yellow, Red 

 

Stock Matrix Dimension Set Type import files should be created using the following field listing 

as guidance. All field headers must be present: 

 

Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

dimensionset Text Yes Must be an existing Dimension Set. 

dimensiontype Text Yes Must be an existing Dimension Type.  

 

Note:  Dimension Set and Dimension Type must be linked to the same dimension. 

 

Stock Matrix Product Group Dimension Import 

This import allows the dimension details to be set against an existing product group. Stock 

Matrix Product Group Dimension import files should be created using the following field listing 

as guidance. All field headers in bold must be present in the file: 

 

Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

productgroup Text Yes Must be a valid product group code with no 

linked dimensions.  

noofdimensions Integer Yes Must be between 1 and 3.  

dimension1 Text Yes Must be a valid dimension.  

dimensionset1 Text No Must be a valid dimension set linked to 

dimension1.  

dimension2 Text Only if noofdimensions 

equals 2. 

Must be a valid dimension. 

dimensionset2 Text No Must be a valid dimension set linked to 

dimension2. 

dimension3 Text Only if noofdimensions 

equals 3. 

Must be a valid dimension. 

dimensionset3 Text No. Must be a valid dimension set linked to 

dimension3. 

hierarchymaster Text Yes Must be true or false.  

parent Text Only if hierarchymaster 

is false. 

Must be a valid hierarchy node. 

styleslinktohierarchy true/false No If not included defaults to false 

hideifnostyle true/false Only if 

StylesLinkToHierarchy 

is true 

If not included defaults to false 
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Note: If dimension sets are used then the specified dimension set must be linked to the 

specified dimension. 

 

Stock Matrix Style Import 

This import routine allows styles to be imported into the Stock Matrix 

 

Stock Matrix Style import files should be created using the following field listing as guidance: 

 

Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

stylecode Text - Max 15 

chars 

Yes Must not already exist.  

stylename Text - Max 60 

chars 

Yes  

styledescription Text No Must not have new line breaks. 

usedescription true/false No Must be true or false. 

productgroup Text - Max 20 

chars 

Yes Must be a valid product group with style 

dimensions. 

taxcode Integer Yes Must be a valid tax code.  

itemstatus Text  Must be Active or Inactive 

inactivedate DD/MM/YYYY Yes if itemstatus is 

inactive 

If left blank defaults to import date. 

manufacturersname Text - Max 40 

chars 

No  

manufacturerspartnumber Text - Max 40 

chars 

No  

commoditycode Text - Max 8 

chars 

No  

netmass Decimal No  

stocktakedays Integer No  

assetofstock - accountnumber Text - Max 8 

chars 

No Must be a valid nominal account number.  

assetofstock - costcentre Text - Max 3 

chars 

Yes if AssetOfStock 

– AccountNumber 

is used 

Must be a valid nominal cost centre (even if 

it is blank).  

assetofstock - department Text - Max 3 

chars 

Yes if AssetOfStock 

– AccountNumber 

is used 

Must be a valid nominal department (even if 

it is blank).  

revenue - accountnumber Text - Max 8 

chars 

No Must be a valid nominal account number. 
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Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

revenue - costcentre Text - Max 3 

chars 

Yes if Revenue 

AccountNumber is 

used 

Must be a valid nominal cost centre (even if 

it is blank). 

revenue - department Text - Max 3 

chars 

Yes if Revenue 

AccountNumber is 

used 

Must be a valid nominal department (even if 

it is blank). 

accruedreceipts - accountnumber Text - Max 8 

chars 

No Must be a valid nominal account number. 

accruedreceipts - costcentre Text - Max 3 

chars 

Yes if 

AccruedReceipts 

AccountNumber is 

used 

Must be a valid nominal cost centre (even if 

it is blank). 

accruedreceipts - department Text - Max 3 

chars 

Yes if 

AccruedReceipts 

AccountNumber is 

used 

Must be a valid nominal department (even if 

it is blank). 

issues - accountnumber Text - Max 8 

chars 

No Must be a valid nominal account number. 

issues - costcentre Text - Max 3 

chars 

Yes if Issues – 

AccountNumber is 

used 

 

Must be a valid nominal cost centre (even if 

it is blank). 

issues - department Text - Max 3 

chars 

Yes if Issues – 

AccountNumber is 

used 

Must be a valid nominal department (even if 

it is blank). 

stockunit Text - Max 20 

chars 

No Must be a valid stock unit.  

averagebuyingprice Decimal No  

standardcost Decimal No  

landedcoststockitemtype Text No Must be one of: Value, Percentage or None.  

landedcoststockitem Decimal No Must be left blank if landedcoststockitem is 

None.  

usesSupplementaryUnits true/false No Must be true or false. 

supplementaryUnitRatio Integer - Max 

10 units 

No Must be blank if useSupplementaryUnits is 

false.  

countryoforigin Text No Must be a valid Sage country code.  

suppressMass true/false No Must be true or false. 

weeeitem true/false No Must be true or false. 

reversechargeVAT true/false No Must be true or false.  
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Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

pickinglistcomment Text - Max 

160 chars 

No Must not have new line breaks. 

despatchnotecomment Text - Max 

160 chars 

No Must not have new line breaks.  

 

Stock Matrix Style Hierarchy Import 

This allows Style Hierarchy links to be imported 

 

Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

stylecode Text Yes Must be a valid style code. 

parent Text Yes Must be a valid hierarchy node.  

showgroupfolder true/false No If not included defaults to false.  

 

Stock Matrix Link Stock Item To Style Import 

This import routine allows existing stock items to be linked to an existing style. 

 

Stock Matrix Link Stock Item Style import files should be created using the following field listing 

as guidance. All field headers must be present: 

 

Field Name Format Required Import Rules 

stockcode Text - Max 

20 chars 

Yes Must be a valid stock code. Can only be 

added once per file.  

style Text Yes Must be a valid style.  

dimension1 Text Yes Must be a valid dimension type and not linked 

to another stock item.  

dimension2 Text Only if style has 2 

dimensions 

Must be a valid dimension type not linked to 

another stock item. 

dimension3 Text Only if style has 3 

dimensions 

Must be a valid dimension type not linked to 

another stock item. 

 

Note:  the specified style must be linked to the same product group as the specified stock item. 

 

Note: the specified dimension types must be valid for the dimensions (and dimension sets if 

used) setup on the product group. 

 


